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The Core and Individuation 
 
Starting at the Core 

 

The structure begins at the core. Every living thing has a core and human subtle 

anatomy is centered on this energetic spine. It is literally the Source expressing within - 

the very spark of life that ignites consciousness and a desire to be. Captured within 

each of us is a Divine fragment that has endless capacity. It can never be broken or hurt 

and as the triple current stream of the core splits off single currents of light it molds and 

shapes the Human Energy Structure. The Blended Energies System is the further 

evolution and use of the swirling currents and it is the way the powerful individuated 

energies are distributed and used.  

Just to review- as it pierces the edge and enters the HES, the core stream splits 

off portions of its triple-current stream into the soul layer. This is the primary 

individuation of a soul from the Source or single Soul force. Here, in the soul layer, the 

personalized or individuated soul becomes fuel for the HES. Then this fuel is delivered, 

directed, and modified through the Blended Energies System consisting of the thirteen 

chakras, core, currents, vertical soul pathways, four aspects and the rich fuel made of 

the individuation.  

 

Basic Anatomy of the Core  

At the center of each one of us is a triple-current stream of pure Source energy 

called the core. It can never be damaged, injured or suffer. Located slightly in front of 

and sometimes incorporating the spine, the core can range in size from small to large. 
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Each one of its currents is a different color. From your right to left they are blue, red and 

golden yellow. These core currents and the location of the core are consistent.  

When the triple-currents core stream enters the structure it does two things: First 

it splits into three separated single currents, each a different color, moving wildly inside 

of the soul layer and second it stays intact as the core, continuing on its downward 

journey.  

This event is the birth of the individuation of the Source, which then steadfastly 

remains within each being as their core. In fact, the core could be called a divine 

fragment, pure intelligence, and part of the whole and vastness of Creation. You are the 

stuff of the stars! 

 

The Birth of Individuation  

 The Blended Energies System (BES) is the home of the 13 major chakras1 and 

where the structure takes the leap into awakened individuation. As such, this is the 

beginning point of a separate or personal consciousness; in other words, the birth of 

your soul. 

The instant the three single currents split off from the core a wild festival begins 

at light-speed and the BES is formed. When the core and the channel encounter each 

other and discover the primordial difference between “one” and “other” they become 

something else, together. In a joint spasm of self-realization the two experience a 

unified identity and the core erupts into self-aware expression.  As potent Source 

energies spin off the core and start forming “something” they are acting as a deep 

anatomical expression of primordial human nature; becoming… as individuated being-

ness.  

 The soul layer is first to form and as such is the grandmother of the entire subtle 

energy structure. While it makes tentative steps toward organizing itself (into what will 

become sacred anatomy) at first all that exists is a loose agreement between the red 
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purpose current, blue function current, and golden wisdom current to hang together and 

express the endlessly powerful attraction of singular parts to the whole because the 

core is the All, the One, the Divine, the Totality within.  

The great irony of course, is that the second the currents leave the core they 

want to return. The spiraling energies are pulled back toward the larger singular Source 

and so the ensuing creation of the entire structure is actually an attempt to return to 

Oneness. This sets up a fundamental dynamic that is essentially attraction and 

repulsion. At the root it is the push and pull that forms the subtle anatomy. The constant 

swirling of light waves and sound frequencies becomes the conduit for a unique creative 

expression to manifest into material form. The primordial urge to return home is 

fundamental to what we are as life, as the human species.  

Individuation continues to occur. In each moment currents are separating from 

the core and spinning into the intelligent and ever developing structure. We are 

constantly being born, being renewed, recreated and restored. The raw materials we 

are made of are infinite and we are always in the never ceasing process of creation. 

 

The Currents of the Core & Individuation  

The function current’s job is to express the determination of the soul. Blue 

in color, it is pure individuated function and is dedicated to the unfolding of any and all 

tasks in the Human Energy Structure that represent the soul’s purpose. It is the function 

of individuation, the establishment of identity and the action of identity through the 

chakras to the larger body; the function current is the how of who we are. 

The purpose current wants only to create. Red in color, it is the focused 

individuated purpose and awareness as it experiences separateness from the core. 

Vigorously translating soul’s purpose into the chakras while still containing the inspired 

moment of individuation, the purpose current is the driving force of the expression of the 
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triple current stream. This current in any form acts as the tip of the arrow; it is the 

purpose current that gives focus to be who we are and how we become what we are.  

The wisdom current holds the memory of the One, the All within us. Golden-

yellow in color, it manifests transcendent individuated wisdom. It is the expression of the 

wisdom of the core as it individuates, that is pure manifestation of self-awareness 

inspired to life. The wisdom current carries within it universal consciousness and the 

power to remember the beginning of all that is. It is infused with the history of life itself 

and the Divine insights learned from the experience of that living.  

This profound inspiration to life survives as seeds within the individuation. They 

are retained for use as needed to evolve, develop and transform as a being. The 

wisdom current is the embodiment of knowledge and in the major chakra it is funneled 

into a specific and unique thread teased out of the greater tapestry of universal 

intelligence. The golden current gives us perspective and the why of who we are. 

 

The Three Octaves of the Core-Spine  

In order to talk about the relationship between the core, the chakras and how 

they incorporate the physical spine we divide the spine/core into three octaves. The first 

octave being the core above the head to the edge of the soul layer including the solar, 

star and divine gate chakras. In the second octave the core, incorporates the physical 

spine and the seven, bio layer chakras.  

When working with the spine located in the second octave we will impact the 

health and vitality of the entire core. The third octave extends below the feet and to the 

edge including the lunar, axis and chi pool chakras. It is possible to interact with the 

physical spine in the first and third octaves and in fact, significant results can be 

achieved in the physical body with knowledgeable adjustment of them.  
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Core Sheath 

 Surrounding the core is a golden orange core sheath that contains and protects it 

from becoming diluted in any way. The core cannot be damaged but it could be defused 

and it is the very focused nature of the core that allows individuation to occur. If it were 

to become diffused currents would not attempt to split off nor would the self-realization 

of individuated nature occur to a core not contained, not held and encased in a sheath.  

 The core sheath acts as a hub for an infinite number of connections and parts of 

the anatomy to conduct the business of the subtle structure. It is one of the most 

powerful parts of the sacred anatomy. 

 

The Four Aspects  

Located at the top of the core, imbedded into the front of it like mastheads of a 

ship, are four balls of light. These are the four aspects of the authentic self. They are a 

manifestation of pure self-awareness born out of the core and confirmed by the 

individuation.  

 The four aspects incorporate the first inspiration of unique self-identity. “I am 

separate and whole unto myself therefore, I have aspects.” They are divided into the 

physical, the emotional aspect, the mental/psychological aspect and the spiritual aspect. 

The HES comes into being as the creative expression of these four aspects and each 

aspect makes a contribution to guide it. Physical directs function throughout, purpose, is 

directed jointly by emotional and psychological aspects, and wisdom is directed by the 

spiritual aspect.  

Because the four aspects perch in the core sheath above the divine gate, they 

must be considered a participating part of the Blended Energies System. As the 

coordinated master controllers they are part of every system, but they are more closely 

connected to the immediate function of the Blended Energies System than other 
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systems. They make their desires known through four channels: physical is located in 

the function node, emotional and psychological merging into one in the purpose node 

and spiritual in wisdom node. These four become three vertical soul conduits.  

The vertical chakra conduits begin in the four aspects above the divine gate and 

end at the bottom in the lowest chakra, the chi pool. In this way, the four aspects 

interact with their most compatible current, getting their message into the information 

shared from each aspect with the soul layer directing the entire Human Energy 

Structure. It is critical that the aspects maintain good communication with each other 

because they must deliver clear and coordinated instructions from the authentic self to 

the larger structure, so it can accomplish the objectives and goals of the soul’s purpose.  
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